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Aer analysing Habermas’ philosophical evolution from his theory of interests to
his late pragmatic realism (1), I will focus on the problems of this last conception
(2), trying to draw a plausible way out which avoids both naturalistic reductionism
and a too weak form of realism (3). While doing so I will focus on the concept of
objectivity, highlighting the problems that come from Habermas’ approach to it. I
suggest a gradual approach to objectivity and realism as a possible way out from
Habermas’ impasse. is is also compatible with Habermas’ critical theory as it
keeps for truth the role of an opening device for social and theoretical discussions.
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1. Introduction
e overarching philosophical question leading to the general development
of the following pages can be summarized in this way: how much of our
knowledge is due to our linguistic and cultural apparatus rather than to the
way in which reality is, independently of our perception of it? To answer this
question, we should be able to access both our language and reality in a neu-
tral or objective way. Unfortunately, we can access reality only through our
linguistic and cultural perspective, which is impossible to objectify in a com-
pletely neutral way. e rootedness of any human knowledge in its cultural
and linguistic context complicates the path towards obtaining an answer to
this question, sometimes threatening to put in doubt the very existence of
an independent reality and, above all, its role in determining our truths.
e process of obtaining knowledge in anyeld of human research shows
that sometimes “something” (e.g. a “fact”) turns out to be independent from
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us, while sometimes it turns out to be surprisingly dependent upon us.is
phenomenon is connected to our lives in more than one way. With respect
to our practical life, it has long been debated whether good and evil are ob-
jective or subjective and, if objective, what kind of objectivity we are dealing
with. Are we dealing with a culture-relative or a universal kind of objectiv-
ity? And, if we choose the subjective route, what does ‘subjective’mean here?
Is it possible to reach intersubjective agreement (as a measure of objectivity)
starting from merely subjective starting points? A similar process occurs in
the scientic elds (as constituting our theoretical life), where all entities to
which the sciences refer are subjected to the same scrutiny with respect to
their degree of autonomy from human inuence (contextual perspective and
interpretation).
e reason why it is important to look more closely at realism (dened
as the attitude of considering some entities as really existing) is because the
degree of autonomy for each kind of entity we encounter as part of reality
has not yet been adequately determined.is is true especially aer the still
ongoing end of metaphysical foundationalism (the idea of putting trust in
some human knowledge as a means of establishing the absolute foundation
of the sciences, as well as other beliefs and behaviours) and the spread of
the conviction that humans can only reach specically human results. Chal-
lenges to foundationalism rest on the idea that science’s results about the
autonomy or independence of entities are contingent results that can not be
absolutely grounded: they are dependent on contextual inuence, both in
their genesis and in their acceptance as valid. If the sciences can not be con-
ceived of as providing us with absolute answers, then this might incline us
to forget about the question concerning the degrees of independence of the
entities we encounter in our lives.
Based on these issues, the question of realism has been revived, lodged
in between the grip of metaphysical realism (as an attempt to nd new bases
for foundationalism) and post-modern relativism (promoting a construc-
tivist view of human concepts according to which the degree of autonomy
depends only on their perspective and value to human beings). e ques-
tion of realism, then, is a way of dealing with the problem of coming out
from between this grip without losing awareness of the contextual depen-
dence of our knowledge and the common-sense intuition of the existence of
an independent reality. In particular, a realist can ask about the boundary
between what is dependent and independent: Is it xed by reality itself or
by us? In the latter case, what do we mean by us? Are we referring to ‘us’ as
inhabitants of a particular socio-cultural context, to ‘us’ as human species,
or another elevated category?
ese concerns arise due to our naive belief that there is a denitive bor-
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der between us and the world (which would explain fallibilism, or the idea
that our knowledge sometimes proves to be false even when we are con-
vinced that what we believe is true). But there is another naive belief that
could help in this context: the idea that dierent entities have dierent de-
grees of independence. However, the diculties in following this third path
between realism (the belief in the independent existence of entities) and
constructivism (the belief in the dependence of them on us) has led to dif-
ferent attempts at resolution. Here again returns the problem of relativism:
once we admit a certain degree of dependence, who are the “authors” of this
dependence-relation?e single subject, his society, his cultural horizon, or
the human species as a whole (to go from the more extreme forms to the
soer kinds of relativism)?
Habermas’ perspective on realism and truth seems tome to be a promis-
ing way to approach these themes. e type of realism that is analyzed in
this writing is Jürgen Habermas’ pragmatic realism, which considers reality
as pragmatically independent from us; this means that in such a view reality
is considered as independent in order to fulll our daily activities (both in
the theoretical and practical aspect). Here it does not matter if, indepen-
dently from the existence of human beings, reality has its own existence and
features.
Pragmatic realism (as far as it comes from pragmatism) consists of the
attitude that a dierence which makes no dierence is no dierence at all.
is is to deate all the philosophical problems that for centuries have trou-
bled thinkers from dierent philosophical backgrounds. In light of this de-
ationary approach to philosophical problems, Habermas comes to prag-
matism through his post-metaphysical thinking, i.e. exemplifying the post-
modern awareness of nitude (fallibilism and contextualism) as opposed to
metaphysical faith in the accessibility of a God’s-Eye Point of View. Both
Habermas and pragmatists refuse the objectivist idea that there is a God’s-
Eye Point of View. While getting closer to pragmatism, Habermas refuse
the relativist openings of pragmatists like Richard Rorty, rather approach-
ing Hilary Putnam’s positions. It is in 1988 that Habermas rst revised his
consensualist theory of truth via the discussion of the debate between Rorty
and Putnam on realism and truth; this volume takes the name of Postmeta-
physicalinking, and clearly shows its pragmatist interest (Habermas 1988b,
175).1
1 e debate between Rorty and Putnam is between a relativist and a realist interpretation of
pragmatism. In Rorty’s “radical contextualism” (as dened by Habermas 1988b, 153) there
is no such a thing like a neutral context where it is possible to make truth something more
than a mere perspectival and contextual agreement that is bond to the limited perspective
of a linguistic community with its own interests. Habermas is closer to Putnam’s appeal
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Aer a short summary aiming at showing how Habermas comes to his
rst consensualist theory of truth (2), it will be provided an analysis of his
move to amore pragmatically oriented theory of truth (Janus-faced theory of
truth) (2.2). It will follow an evaluation of his realist claims (3).e criticism
here providedmostly deals with the notion of objectivity and the ambiguities
that are implicit in Habermas’ realist-claimed philosophical approach to it:
how can we explain in a realist way the dierence among dierent claims of
objectivity, i.e. truth and moral rightness, if they both are only attitudes that
we can assume towards dierent domains? e goal is to show that such a
pragmatic realism is unable to take into account the complexity of reality as
it is experienced daily on both a theoretical and a practical aspect (4), lacking
of a realist account of degrees of reality that only seems to fully explain the
whole spectrum of our experiencing objectivity.
2. A short summary
2.1 Coming to a consensualist theory of truth
Since the beginning of his career in the 1960s, Jürgen Habermas has been a
Kantian philosopher. In fact, similar to Kant’s idea of the transcendental cat-
egories, Habermas started speaking of dierent “interests” that play the role
of transcendental conditions for everything we take to be a part of reality.
is tight relationship between interests and knowledge (1968) is connected
to his critical approach to epistemology, as it comes from its critical theory.
Critical theory is generally conceived of as involving the criticism of
ideologies. We can dene ideologies as widespread illusions of legitimacy
which, in order to maintain their power, veil a particular interest whose ap-
pearance would crumble the very legitimacy that people wrongly attribute
to the ideology itself (Habermas 1963a, 311). Habermas sees any type of
scientism—dened as the blind trust in science’s power to provide us with
certain and indisputable results—as committed to the ideological represen-
tation of its own results (Habermas 1965, 1152). is is why Habermas be-
lieves it is important to develop a dialectic epistemology: to understand the
results of science, we need to trace them back to the interests that rst made
them possible. In other words, the results of scientic inquiry are never dis-
connected from the discursive dialectic of the valid and the invalid. What
is taken as an objective belief is inherently linked to a discursive dynamic
to the dierence between objectivity and solidarity, and between “rationally valid” and
“socially agreed.” See (Putnam 1981) and (Rorty 1979). Similarly to Habermas’ consensual
theory of truth, in the ‘80s Putnam develops a conception of truth as a justication coming
from an ideal speech situation. In the ‘90s, both authors try to recover a more robust form
of realism for their theories, the rst developing a Janus-faced theory of truth while the
second opts for a natural realism based on McDowell’s theory of perception.
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of arguments for and against a particular belief, from where its validity may
arise.
To be clear, a dialectic epistemology is not a relativist epistemology. Even
if both share the anti-absolutist and anti-scientist attitude, the rst still sees
as possible the reaching of universal consensus (universal validity reached
through argumentative processes). In fact, a dialectic epistemology, as it is
communicatively conceived byHabermas, sees the validity of a belief coming
from the discursive struggle of arguments for the validity or invalidity of a
thesis: the winning one is the one that in the end is going to be taken as
valid. is shows that science’s results are not an absolute description of an
entity or process, rather being dependent on argumentative struggles that
hide perspectives and interests.
e link between validity and interest must not be misunderstood.
Habermas is far from that relativism that leads to the futility of the con-
cept of criticism that for Habermas’ critical theory is fundamental. It is the
perspective from where to approach the notion of interests, here, that is at
stake: for relativists interests are limitating conditions that make a non-sense
talking about validity and attempting to win into argumentative struggles.
On Habermas’ point of view, interests are the conditions of possibility from
where to start any attempt to know and to create a valid scientic knowl-
edge: they do not prevent the reaching of consensus that can overcome dif-
ferences of perspective. ey are not selsh values of individuals that can
not be shown; in Habermas’ Kantian approach they are conditions of pos-
sibility. ere are three interests of knowledge, that is, three main interests
which knowledge aims at satisfying:
(a) technical interest, aimed at manipulating and providing informa-
tion (e.g. knowing the laws regulating a natural or social phenome-
non in order to exploit it);
(b) practical interest, aimed at understanding and providing interpre-
tations (e.g. understanding a book written in another language or a
dierent culture);
(c) emancipatory interest, aimed at self-refection and providing analy-
sis (e.g. psychoanalysis and critical theory).2
With respect to what they share in common, these interests all have:
• a quasi-transcendental status: they provide the subjectswith three gen-
eral points of view from where reality can be alternatively grasped;
2 For a detailed exposition of the dierences see (Habermas 1965, 1146–1147).
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• anthropological roots: they each result from the imperatives of a socio-
cultural form of life linked to language and labour (Habermas 1963b,
16).3
More specically, these interests: mediate between a value-full life and
knowledge that aims at being objective and value-free, and they are derived
from a socio-cultural form of life through the imperative of reason, which
has to be conceived of as an adaptive organ. In this perspective, interests
come “at the same time from nature and from the cultural break with na-
ture,” because reason is both natural and cultural (Habermas 1965, 1149). To
be clear, Habermas speaks of quasi-transcendence because, dierently from
Kantian’s transcendental categories, Habermas’ interests are deemed contin-
gent; they operate here and now but nothing can be said about their future
validity. In fact, given the progression of natural and cultural evolution, their
validity cannot be absolute andnecessary.e post-Darwinian sense of con-
tingency clashes with the Kantian sense of the transcendental; the result is
the quasi-transcendental status of adaptive interests. However, the impossi-
bility of establishing an absolute foundation of our transcendental conditions
for knowledge does not lead directly to a skeptical approach; it only discred-
its a dogmatic, ideological, and absolute interpretation of knowledge.
Science’s results are never absolutely value-free, but this does not mean
that such results can not achieve a level of objectivity (i.e. independence
from the subject) that allows them to be judged as true and thus trusted;
quite simply, this objectivity has to be deated into something that humans
can access within their limitations.e three transcendental interests come
into play here, since they can be conceived of in two dierent ways accord-
ing to the theoretical perspective we assume. ey can be seen as limiting
conditions if we are metaphysical realists who think of objectivity in the ab-
solute sense, but they can also be conceived of as conditions of possibility
for knowledge if we endorse Habermas’ “post-metaphysical” awareness of
the essentially limited nature of human cognition. According to Habermas,
human beings are always locked in a particular perspective, and an abso-
lute view from nowhere is impossible despite the other impressive cognitive
progress that we may be able to achieve.4 Hopes for any sort of absolute de-
gree of knowledge would lead us directly back to skepticism, since we can
never fully trust our actual cognitive access in an absolute way. If this were
the case, then we could never really know if we were already in that absolute
3 As from Kantian tradition, ‘transcendent’ and ‘transcendental’ have two dierent mean-
ings, the rst referring to something that exceeds a limit while the second is to be under-
stood as related to whatmakes something else possible to be seen or epistemically grasped.
4 Habermas’ notion of “post-metaphysical” is from the ‘80s, but it can be used to identify
ideas he already had in the ‘60s.
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position we were looking for, and so we could never trust the actual knowl-
edge that wemay have. Interests can not simply be deleted; they are themark
of human contextual nitude. For us, absolute knowledge is impossible, and
all that can be done in order to achieve a lower degree of objectivity (‘lower’
in the sense of being compared to what an absolutist seeks) is reaching a
consensus within the perspective opened up by these interests.
However, not just any type of consensus can be held as themeter of valid-
ity; only a consensus inspired by the ideals of a rational consensus qualies,
ideals including maximum inclusion and respect. Consensus arises within a
human dimension, and it is exactly this consensus which becomes the gauge
of validity (or legitimate knowledge). In particular, Habermas’ idea of con-
sensus is dierent from Rorty’s ethnocentrism, to the extent that the rst is
open to the possibility of reaching a universal consensus (if discurse is in-
spired by an ideal speech situation) while the second is an extreme form of
relativism (Rorty 1989, 167–183).5 is solution meets both Habermas’ need
to keep the process of evaluating knowledge dialectically open and the de-
mands of his own conception of interested knowledge (since consensus is al-
ways context-dependent, even when inspired by ideals of universality which
are context-transcendent).
e linguistic-communicative approach becomes pivotal in Habermas’
philosophy during the 1970s when he endorses the “linguistic turn”: the idea
that an understanding of human phenomena is best achieved by focusing
on linguistic phenomena. In his work during these years, Habermas main-
tains that the three interests can be translated into three dierent linguis-
tic claims of validity.6 Depending on the particular claims of validity that
a speaker raises when he utters a sentence, he can enter into an objective
world (if he raises a truth claim), a social world (if he raises a claim of right-
ness), or a subjectiveworld (if he raises a claimof expressive sincerity).ese
are formal structures of everyday and theoretical interactions (respectively
named “communicative actions” and “discourses”). In Habermas’ perspec-
tive it does not matter what subjects are talking about; what is important is
their attitude towards a particular situation. In fact, they can refer to nature,
society, and personality through either the objectifying attitude (fromwhich
nature, society, and personality are seen as part of the objective world), the
normative-prescriptive attitude (the social world), or the expressive attitude
(the subjective world).
5 If relativism claims absolute validity (thus falling into self-contradiction), ethnocentrism
only claims a contextual validity.
6 is is the result of his study of formal pragmatics, aimed at discovering the linguistic-
pragmatic structures that remain unaected by the dierences of contextual uses of lan-
guage; he identies three coordinates of discourse that are involved in all uses of language.
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is threefold ontology could be interpreted from an ontological-meta-
physical or pragmatic point of view; that is, we can identify each world ac-
cording to the dierences among their own objects or, as Habermas does,
according to the pragmatic attitude which we adopt when we refer to the ob-
jects within them. e former approach interprets the dierences between
worlds in terms of dierent entities rather than dierent communicative at-
titudes, where each dierent entity belongs to a specic world. ere are
several problems with this metaphysical approach, e.g. are emotions subjec-
tive or natural? Without a precise boundary between worlds, the distinction
between the natural and subjective domains is blurred. Moreover, under this
model, would we have to deny that social relationships inuence emotions
and desires? Our desires, which inuence our political and social order, are
inuenced by sociality too; there are desires of which we might never be
aware because we live on a socio-cultural horizon which does not allow for
such perception (but does allow for other forms). Without a precise bound-
ary between the social and subjectiveworlds, the distinction here disappears.
With respect to the objective world, progress in science and technology can
make it possible to modify what we have always perceived as naturally un-
changeable. To the extent that progress is socially and politically contingent
(e.g. science depends on public funding and is socially organised, even if it
also depends on individual genius), we fail to distinguish the exact boundary
between these worlds. As a result, the subjective, natural, and social worlds,
when metaphysically conceived, seem to be dicult to make sense of. is
apparently motivates a preference for Habermas’ pragmatic approach. e
goal of this essay, though, is to question this quick abandonment of a meta-
physical approach to ontology, and the third section will deal exactly with
this issue.
Inheriting the contingency of the three epistemological interests, Haber-
mas sees the three validity claims originating from a “cognitive evolution”
to be conceived of as a progressive “construction of a system of references”
(Habermas 1981, I, 106).is system is part of a lifeworld, which is the prod-
uct of a process of demythologisation involving the desocialisation of nature
and the denaturalisation of society. e lifeworld is a reserve of linguistic
meanings upon which subjects have a “previous agreement” as members of
the same lifeworld, and that shapes every human dimension of understand-
ing from personal identity to the knowledge of the external world (Haber-
mas 1988a, 85–97). is dierentiation prevents us “from conating what is
true with what is right or expressively authentic, and from identifying right
or wrong with what inspires attraction or repulsion” (Albinus 2013, 5). e
link between the transcendental interests and the respective linguistic valid-
ity claims can be highlighted in this way:
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(a-1) truth refers to the objectifying attitude that is involved in the ob-
servational attitude of technical interest;
(b-1) moral rightness is based on the understanding attitude that is typ-
ical of practical interest;
(c-1) expressive sincerity refers to the self-reective attitude that char-
acterizes emancipative interest.
Habermas conceives of the linguistic validity claims as mostly related to
communication (as the natural goal of language) and, as such, he sees com-
munication as pragmatic, that is, as comprised of speech acts with which
speakers are at the same time actors, since our linguistic agreements also
have practical consequences. Actors are at the same time speakers, since
we can act only by following the paths that our language makes available to
us. Over the years Habermas enhances the pragmatic core of his approach
to transcendental conditions, thus approaching a kind of weak naturalism.
However, when Habermas begins to acknowledge that there is a dierence
in the degree of objectivity between the social and objective world, his prag-
matic approach seems to be complemented by a very specic ontological
insight.
2.2 e Pragmatic Turn
Habermas’ transcendental view persists aer his realist turn (1999), where
he conceives of his prior interests as still communicative but primarily prag-
matic. rough his linguistic turn, Habermas’ thought shis towards the
grounding of the cognitive interests in the linguistic and communicative
nature of human beings and, more specically, human thought (as exem-
plied by the idea of the anthropological roots of the transcendental inter-
ests). With his late pragmatic turn, Habermas seems to be providing further
grounding, by setting communication within our pragmatic approach to re-
ality. In other words, he is stressing the adaptive dimension of communica-
tion. However, in doing so he avoids a strictly naturalist view (as I am going
to show below). His general idea is that it is now possible for us to take
dierent approaches to the same object, a skill which has been developed
as an evolutionary advantage since it increases our freedom with respect to
objects and aords us with the opportunity to “use” them in dierent ways.
For example, using only a natural-causal attitude (a technical interest or an
objectifying attitude, according to the terminology in either his 60s or 80s
lexicon, respectively) would prevent us from developing the moral category
of guilt; at the same time, using only a culturalist attitude would prevent us
from developing a scientic approach, and thus hindering the development
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of medicine. e reason behind Habermas’ pragmatic turn seems to be his
increasing interest in the “ontological problem of naturalism”:
(ONT) How to reconcile the normativity that we experience within the
lifeworldwith the contingency of the evolution of our lifeworld.7
is is also linked to another problem, which he calls the “epistemolog-
ical problem of realism”:
(EPI) How to reconcile the hypothesis of a world that is independent of
our description and identical for everyone, with the idea that we
do not have direct contact with naked reality, or reality as non-
linguistically ltered (Habermas 1999, 8).8
Normativity is made possible by directions opened up by the world we
live in; this presupposes that theworld is one (the universe that we sharewith
other beings), even if we cannot access it “fromnowhere,” that is, without the
linguistic lter of the lifeworld; so we access it only contingently. From the
union of the two problems above, it emerges that Habermas’ main problem
is one of balance:
(BAL) Finding the right balance between the normativity that leads us
to think of our knowledge as correct and trustworthy and the
contingency that leads us to think of our knowledge as contex-
tual and fallible (because our access to the world is always me-
diated).9
Our lifeworld is the condition by which we have access to the world, and
it is the product of a cultural and natural evolution; it is our communicative
frame of orientation in a physical world. If its evolution was to be conceived
of as completely random, this would open the gates to idealism. Instead,
our forms of knowledge are not the product of our transcendental struc-
tures only. But how is it that we are to conceive of the idea of socio-cultural
learning in this case?10
7 Here ONT is representative of ‘ontological.’
8 Here EPI is representative of ‘epistemological.’ e idea of the impossibility of accessing
a naked reality was already there in the ‘60s: any access to reality is always mediated by
interests.
9 Here BAL is representative of ‘balance.’
10 According to Maeve Cooke, learning is a phenomenon that can take place on three levels.
Socio-cultural learning “refers to benecial changes in the prevailing standards of what
constitutes benecial change on the second level-in other words, to a benecial transfor-
mation of the very standards according to which changes in individual participants’ per-
ceptions, interpretations and evaluations are deemed changes for the better” (Cooke 2002,
83).
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How can wemake sense of the fact that we conceive of our knowledge as
a means of improving our lifeworld, as working towards a goal rather than
being completely random? Even if we have no magical-metaphysical aim or
project beyond the evolution of our worldview, and if we avoid the absolute
reication of our worldview, then we have to see the process of learning as
not only improving our actual knowledge but also as extending our horizon
of conceivability. Humans are both natural and cultural beings, and thus we
need a perspective of the world that is able to maintain both the common-
sense idea of the self (driven by reasons he accepts) and a coherent image of
the universe that also includes man as a natural being subject to natural laws
(or causes) (Habermas 2005a, 156).
Habermas’ “weak naturalism” is presented as an attempt to integrate
causality and freedom, with man as both a natural and a cultural being; in
this world, subjects who act freely on the basis of reasons can not “escape”
fromnatural events (Habermas 2005b, 188). Looking back atHabermas’ the-
ory of interests, it emerges that Habermas’ weak naturalism is an attempt
to answer the following question: how can an observational attitude and
a hermeneutic attitude (or a technical and a practical interest) towards the
same objects exist, since the rst is looking for causal relations while the sec-
ond is aiming at discovering motives. In Habermas’ perspective, causes and
reasons are not to be conceived of as two sides of the same coin (ontological
dualism), but instead as two approaches that subjects (through their evolu-
tion) have developed to operate on subjects/objects in the rst case andwith
subjects/objects in the second. is is a form of methodological dualism.
e only way to maintain this dualism, which allows for instrumental and
communicative operation on the same object, is to consider it as the product
of our own view of reality, which, in turn, is the product of an evolutionary
dynamic whose engine is the lifeworld.
is is a kind of “Kantian pragmatism,” where our categories to approach,
see, and know reality are subjected to cultural and natural evolution.11 For
example, evolution does not distinguish between the brain and the mind,
but it led humans to develop this distinction as two dierent and comple-
mentary approaches to understanding human cognition. e ineluctability
of these two approaches is not necessary but simply factual: evolutionmight
11 It is the reference to Kant that makes Habermas’ realism close to Putnam’s (1999) one, to
the extent that both try to deate Kantian’s transcendental category in Darwinist terms, i.e.
conceiving them as subjected to a natural and cultural evolution, still keeping the possibil-
ity of developing objective knowledge, dierently fromRorty’s pragmatism.e dierence
between Habermas’ and Putnam’s types of pragmatism is that Putnam is more pragmatist
than Habermas, who is more faithful to the Kantian tradition.is is visible when Haber-
mas keeps separated moral validity and truth, i.e. practical and theoretical reasons, while
the American tends to put them on the same level. See (Habermas 2003, 212–235).
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have proceeded dierently, leading to the development of maybe three or
more dierent approaches (Habermas 2005a, 170). What makes Habermas’
naturalism “weak” is that through this approach he avoids the risk of assum-
ing that the contingency of what is necessary for us is absolutely necessary,
thus avoiding the risk of identifying what we know here and now with how
things really are (from the God’s Eye Point of View). is is why Habermas
opts for a methodological dualism rather than an ontological one.
As a part of his Kantian pragmatism, Habermas conceives of truth as
Janus-faced; this is because we can approach knowledge from two sides, the
transcendent and the epistemic one, revealing how truth is both transcen-
dent in nature and also based on justications. According to Habermas, the
notion of truth has to be conceived of as constituted by two pragmatic pro-
cesses as entailing both a descending and an ascending process, and evolving
fromdiscourse to practice and vice versa.e behavioural certainties ascend
to the discursive level when they are faced with a problem in the world; at
the discursive level, they face the opposition of the other speakers (Haber-
mas 1999, 25). Here, the discursive achievements return back to the action
level, where they nd conrmation of their correctness as a sign of a greater
possibility of truth that makes them trustworthy (under the auspices of a
pragmatic perspective).
Even if post-metaphysically aware of the impossibility of grasping ab-
solute truths, on the action level we treat truths as absolutes; this “realism
of everyday praxis” that takes truth as “unconditional”—“with no epistemic
index”—is a pragmatic ctionwhich provides the necessary amount of trust
(for justication) to perform daily activities (Habermas 1999, 52). In fact,
“We would step on no bridge, use no car, undergo no operation, not even
eat an exquisitely prepared meal if we didn’t consider the knowledge used to
be safeguarded” (Habermas 1999, 255). On the discursive level, the ctional
character of this unquestioned trust gives rise to a discussion about the va-
lidity of these apparent certainties. Here, discourse is themeans of question-
ing what is naively taken for granted as valid or invalid and to restore a new
trust, giving it the “license for a return to a naive practical frequentation of
the world,” where action’s success enhances the strength of justications to
the point of being probably true (Habermas 1999, 53).
is is a pragmatic improvement of Habermas’ past theory of truth
(1984), which wasmore focused on the discursive level, and thus lacking of a
realist grasp of reality. In 1972, in fact, he conceived of truth as the consensus
achieved aer discourse based on the norms of an ideal speech situation,
characterized by maximum inclusiveness of people and themes, and equal
respect for varying opinions.is setting persists in his pragmatic and realist
turn in 1999, but it is now integrated with a pragmatic reference to reality.
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is integration is provided in response to the need to acknowledge the
transcendental character of truth with respect to justications, a transcen-
dence that is connected to fallibilism (the idea that what is considered true
could always turn out to be false). Truth is intuitively dened as a “quality”
that “can not be lost,” and action is the means by which what is simply jus-
tied can be sustained (Habermas 1999, 288). ere is a gap here between
truth and justication, even if our access to truth is always epistemically me-
diated by justications (either actual or potential). Habermas tries to keep
the “epistemic primacy” of linguistic justications together with the “onto-
logical primacy” of truth (Habermas 1999, 41). Despite the gap between
truth and justication, which is useful in the sense of explaining why we
attribute a non-epistemic sense to truth (its transcendent character), there
is also an internal relation which is useful for explaining the epistemic sense
of truth, or why we think of justication as operating driven by truth (epis-
temic character). What all of this shows, then, is that if in 1972 Habermas
thought of truth as epistemically transcendent, as ideally transcending the
actual output (consensus) of a discourse but still maintaining its status as
the output of an ideal discourse, he now thinks that we have to conceptualize
of transcendence in a non-epistemic way,12 as metaphysically transcending
every linguistic-justicatory context, even an ideal one.
3. An evaluation of Habermas’ theory
Endorsing pragmatism, Habermas conceives of truth as both a norm of so-
cial life (as he already had in the ‘70s) and as an adaptive device for survival.
ese two ideas are not incompatible: at the discursive level, the normative
character is predominant, while at the action level, normativity fades into the
background as the idea of truth as a tool emerges in the foreground. If, as a
tool, truth is still a norm, at least in a very basic or practical sense to distin-
guish between good or bad action’ habits, then as a norm of social life, truth
still is a tool in a very sophisticated sense of a device used for the restoration
of social order and for the orientation of a community’s ideas.
is is because pragmatism does not separate theory and praxis, or, in
Habermas’ case, discourse and action. We speak of truth andwe act on truth
(this being truth’s Janus-faced character), but since (i) our speaking is also a
form of acting, and (ii) our acting also is a form of speaking, and given that
we can act only by following the directions that our language makes avail-
able, then these two dimensions are intertwined. If (i) was already present
in Habermas’ work from the ‘70s,13 then (ii) becomes even more important
12 Non-epistemic (out of knowledge) is a reality, or dimension, that does not depend on the
human access to it.
13 Habermas sees communicative agreement as also entailing pragmatic consequences be-
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with his increasing attention to naturalism. In fact, Habermas acknowl-
edges that our language has three irreducible but connected functions: the
semantic-cognitive (language as a reserve of propositional truth), the prag-
matic (language as our variable perspective on propositional truth as con-
veyed through reasons), and the expressive (language in its primary function
of disclosure on reality) (Habermas 1999, 65–86).14 Habermas’ idea of ex-
pressivity is originally linked to the notion of the subjective world, i.e. to an
internal content that a subject “opens” up to a listener (Habermas 2012, 24).
But the expressive function of language is linked to the idea of a border sur-
rounding everything that can be linguistically conceived within a lifeworld
by a user of a particular language.
e primacy of the expressive function over the others is easy to under-
stand, and it is linked to Habermas’ worry of naturalism: without an open-
ing to the world there would be neither facts and propositions to know (on
the semantic level) nor reasons in support of them (on the pragmatic level).
To wit, we can not access truth conditions (on the semantic level) that we
can not potentially justify (on the pragmatic level), and we can not access
justications that we can not even conceive of (on the expressive level). In
Habermas’ words, “we should distinguish three levels: the level of linguistic
articulation of the lifeworld background, the level of practices of reaching
understanding [. . . ] and the level of the objective world, formally presup-
posed” (Cooke and Habermas 1998, 334–336). What is important to focus
on now is the expressive function of language, or the “horizon of meaning”
that is anticipated by the language and that “is equivalent to the entire scope
of the world,” since each language “traces around the nation to which it be-
longs a circle from which it is impossible to go out unless entering in a new
language” (Habermas 1999, 67–68).15 Highlighting the role of this disclosing
veil helps in avoiding the reication of “internal” results as “absolute” truths,
i.e. forgetting that our access to the world is always prospective. Haber-
mas’ attention on the expressive level is underestimated by Apel, who sees
him commited to a kind of metaphysical realism (Apel 2003). It is debatable
whether or not this prioritization of the expressive function of language—
emerging fromHabermas’ saying that the “inner-worldy aspects” of linguis-
cause of the performative nature of the components of a language (speech acts).is lead
him to develop a pragmatic theory of meaning that I do not have space to discuss here. See
(Habermas 1988c, 128).
14 Wecan talk indistinctly of a ‘level’ or ‘function’ because these levels are identied according
to the function they pursue.
15 e three functions of language are connected to the three dimensions of the lifeworld, that
is, “athematic knowledge” (the expressive function), “thematic knowledge” (the semantic
knowledge function) and “with-theme knowledge” (linked to the pragmatic function as a
middle ground between the other two). See (Habermas 1988a, 86).
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tic use are secondary compared to the linguistic “function of opening the
world”—implies that his previous communicative theory has been aban-
doned, where priority was given to the pragmatic role of language (Haber-
mas 1999, 67–68). However, what is important for the present purpose is
that this change in Habermas’ view explains why it is accurate to say that we
can perceive, know, and act only through the directions that our lifeworld
makes available to us.
e world as linguistically shaped by the expressive function of language
encounters a presupposed non-epistemic reality (considered independent
from actual or possible knowledge) to the extent that we are part of a uni-
verse “to which humans belong as natural creatures” (Habermas 2007, 40–
41). Does Habermas, however, really take into account the constraints that
nature puts on us? Does he acknowledge the presence of constraints onwhat
we know of the world on the semantic level and on what the expressive level
can make available to us? As said above, we need to conceive of the life-
world as being subjected to a kind of learning that curbs the contingency of
its evolution. is is because we are naively pushed away from an idealist
conception of the world in favour of a realist one.us, it is true that:
[s]ince we can not escape the epistemic primacy of the linguistically
articulated horizon of the lifeworld, the ontological priority of lan-
guage-independent reality can make itself heard in our learning pro-
cesses only by imposing constraints on our practices and by indirectly
steering us via the interplay of construction and experience. (Haber-
mas 1999, 39)
Even if we can become aware of them only indirectly, there are bound-
aries on the evolution of our lifeworld, constrained both from the foreground
and from the background. ese constraints are not to be conceived of as
absolutes. In fact, it is also true that our pragmatic activities within the life-
world can change the external world that is supposed to put constraints on
the freedom of the expressive function of the language.
A non-epistemic reality, external to our lifeworld (whose scope is deter-
mined by and coinciding with the expressive function of language), can be
conceived of as external without endorsing metaphysical realism.e main
problem, in fact, is just avoiding a commitment to the rigidity of some fea-
tures of a non-epistemic reality. As much as external reality puts constraints
on our lifeworld, it also changes for dierent causes, either coming from us
or coming from other external dimensions that we are unable to even imag-
ine.is kind of resistance of an external reality (never absolute) is supposed
to explain the transcendence of truth. It is not an absolute transcendence to
the extent that we can not think of absolutely independent truths (that is,
without reference to a particular perspective) and of eternal truths: they can
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change for either justicatory reasons (e.g. the earth was supposed to be
round, but it is not), or changes of the same external raw material (e.g. we
know that water isH2Obut contingencies could denitively change its struc-
ture into H3O), and from our unavoidably internal perspective, we could
never know which is the case.
Does Habermas adequately explain this realist eect, i.e. the resistance
of an external reality? Habermas rightly acknowledges two uses of truth, one
more committed to action and the other to discourse, but they are vertical
uses.is is only half of the complexity involved in the notion of truth.e
fact is that the resistance we experience in obtaining knowledge or engaging
in practical activities (objectivity) is not always of the same degree.ere are
domainswhere truth faces a higher degree of resistance and others where the
resistance is minimal.
is is because not every domain of facts possesses the same degree of
independence. For example, when we experience the resistance of social
norms with respect to our desires, this is a less rigid kind of resistance, since
we can try to change them (e.g. by convincing, persuading, or forcing the
other members of a community to conform to our expectations).ings are
dierent whenwe experience the resistance of nature: we can not force water
to be H3O rather thanH2O.Habermas seems to acknowledge this dierence
by dierentiating moral rightness from truth. Still, the following question
arises:
(Q) How canwe explain this dierence if both truth andmoral rightness
are only attitudes that we can assume towards dierent domains (as
Habermas has maintained since 1981)?16
is question is the main argument against a pragmatic approach to
truth. We can speak of truth in reference to nature as well as society: Is it true
that water is H2O? Is it true that to be a king I rst need to be a prince? Both
propositions are truth-apt but in dierent ways, as I could easily change the
truth conditions of the second; things are dierent with the rst, where I can
not force water to be dierent. I could only discover that I waswrong before.
e point with (Q) is that what makes these truths dierent is not just the
attitude but the raw material constituting the facts. Is it possible to argue for
this dierence from aKantian pragmatic approach? At rst, it seems dicult
to introduce this metaphysical claim into a post-metaphysical perspective.
However, I think we should acknowledge this ontological dierence to the
extent that if we do not, then there might be consequences for the concept
of truth.17
16 Here (Q) is used for ‘question.’
17 It is important to point out that my criticism of Habermas’ pragmatic realism is not alone.
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3.1 Objectivity: Habermas’ ambiguity
In Habermas’ perspective, the objective and social worlds are the only ones
that can be linked to the idea of universal agreement about their contents
(Cooke 1994, 32). Habermas speaks of objective worlds to the extent that in
all cases where a world is implied, speakers are referring to a formal plan
where their subjective claims can be intersubjectively (and therefore trans-
subjectively) judged and criticized. However, he ambiguously uses the ad-
jective “objective” for both worlds and yet for only one of them at the same
time. is is because in each world we can experience the resistance of dif-
ferent opinions, a resistance that could cause our claims to fail in meeting
their goal of obtaining a consensus. Habermas’ ambiguity in the use of the
adjective ‘objective’ is therefore a sign of his indecision between:
(EQ) Equalizing the ontological weight of both worlds; and
(DV) Attributing more ontological weight (or more objectivity) to the
objective one (Habermas 1981, I, 114–148).18
In fact, what he really acknowledges is the following:
(EQ) All validity claims receive a discursive treatment that is “analo-
gous to truth”: people orient themselves in practical discourses,
as in theoretical ones, according to the idea of a “single right an-
swer” (Habermas 1999, 264); and
(DV) Only the objective world “preserves the ontological meaning in
the strict sense of a totality of entities” (Habermas 1981, I, 126).
e problem arises when (EQ) opens the door to either: (1) bringing the
concept of truth too close to that of validity, deating in a counterintuitive
way its non-epistemic quality (i.e. its transcendence and its immutability
with respect to justications); or (2) bringing the concept of validity to close
to that of truth, thus increasing, in an equally counterintuitive way, its onto-
logical burden.e problem is due toHabermas’ apparent refusal to sever the
connection between truth and validity, which is useful for avoiding ideolog-
ical dri (by keeping truth within the dialectic dynamic of the valid/invalid),
but still can not account for the fact that truth is a particular claim that takes
its validity from both argumentative and non-discursive validation.
e point is that truth participates also in another dialectic game: the
dialectic of the real and the unreal. Reality is a wider domain than that of
validity, even if we can determine what is real only through validity claims.
See (Langlois 2003), (Radder 2012), (Levine 2010), (Levine 2011).
18 (EQ) refers to ‘equalization’ while (DV) stands for ‘division.’
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is is why truth is both linked to justications and transcendent of them.
With this in mind, in 1999, Habermas diversies his concept of objectivity,
pointing out that claims of moral validity lack the justication-transcendent
weight of claims of truth because the rst lacks the “ontological connota-
tions” of truth claims (Habermas 1999, 264, 281). e social world does not
become “real” without the collaboration of moral actors, while the objective
world possesses the connotation of “unavailability.” If, in the rst case, con-
sensus (through justications) serves to “motivate,” where justications play
an exhaustive role, in the second case, it serves to “ascertain states of facts,”
where justications play only a partial role (Habermas 1999, 300). In other
words, even if “communication” is seen in both cases as a process where
the speaker seeks to establish agreement with a partner “on something,” this
“something” is dierent between the social and objective worlds, with the
latter having greater independence.19 is can be read as a means of em-
bracing a more ontologically committed concept of the world that depends
not only on the attitude of the agent but also on the type of entities that are
referred to. However, one could still ask:
(Q-1) How could Habermas be open to this ontological commitment
without diverging from his Kantian pragmatism?
HereQ-1 is a consequence ofQ, as it comes from the problems that derive
from it (i.e. problems releted to the lack of dierentiated attitudes towards
two claims of objectivity).e only way to explain these dierences in a con-
sistent way is by recurring to an ontological commitment that contradicts
Habermas’ pragmatic and postmetaphysical attitude. To wit, how can we af-
rm an ontological dierentiation if the only dierences we can experience
are between dierent attitudes? In fact, if (DV) follows from his promise of
a realist turn (Habermas 1999, 15–16), his Kantian pragmatism is an obstacle
for this same realist turn, further supporting (EQ) instead. However, he af-
rms (DV) when he says that the social world does not become real without
the collaboration of moral actors, while the objective world possesses the
connotation of unavailability. Habermas opts for a pragmatic conception of
truth in order to link truth to this complexity and to explain its transcendent
character, other than its epistemic one.
e problem arises when it becomes clear that the concept of reality
which Habermas refers to is that of a pragmatic ction, useful for daily ac-
tion. But a similar pragmatic ction seems to be presupposed by our moral
arguments too, where the idea of an ideal speech situation would play the
same role as that of an external reality in explaining pragmatic failureswithin
19 Habermas speaks of a “dierent material” in the case of the objectivity of the objective
world, with no further details (Habermas 1999, 295).
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the sphere of the objective world. is pushes Habermas to adopt (EQ*), a
new pragmatic form of (EQ).
In brief, within a pragmatic horizon, both external reality and the ideal
speech situation are two ctions that work as useful devices for explana-
tion of our daily practices. In this way, Habermas’ pragmatic approach is the
mark of an improvement with respect to the communicative approach, but it
is also a failure with respect to the promise of realist turn. A better solution
would involve stressing the dierence between these two ctions by refer-
ence to the dierent degrees of objectivity that they entail as a consequence
of the dierentmaterial that they are made of.
4. Grasping complexity
4.1 Dierent degrees of objectivity
Despite his good intentions, Habermas’ realist turn is not realist enough in
order to make sense of a concept of truth that is far enough away from his
concept of moral rightness (for which he maintains cognitivism but not re-
alism). In fact, it seems that based on a Kantian pragmatic conception we
can not make sense of ontological dierences if not in terms of mere dier-
ences of attitudes. However, even without pushing truth conditions to an
absolute dimension, it is possible to argue for some realist adjustments of
Habermas’ pragmatic realism as a way out from (Q) and its consequences.
Reality is still epistemically conceived because of its contextual dependence
on the lifeworld: reality is all that our lifeworld could allow us to access. To
the extent that:
• reality is a reality of facts;
• facts can be potentially embedded in propositions; and
• propositions can be potentially true or false;
we can talk of facts as actual or potential truths (depending on the point of
view). is is because propositions are conceived of in terms of truth con-
ditions; in other words, understanding a proposition is knowing its truth
condition. However, Habermas rejects the idea of propositions, instead re-
ferring to sentences, since he sees the rst as leading to the idea of reied
truth conditions that are thus compromised by metaphysical realism under
which they are absolutely independent from the speakers’ perspectives and
potentially unknowable (opening to door to skepticism). Habermas prefers
speaking of sentences and conditions of validity: reality is a reality of facts,
facts are uttered in sentences, sentences are valid or invalid, and so facts are
valid sentences. is shows that even by endorsing Habermas’ refusal of
truth conditions, the argument does not change.
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Habermas does not directly acknowledge dierent degrees of objectiv-
ity. For Habermas, truth is still deeply epistemically constrained and he is
not open to the view of truth as (sometimes) “hinged on the world” (Zuider-
vaart 2012, 2–3). If truth depends on recognition of the validity of a claim
of truth, we should also remember that it also depends on how things re-
ally are, truth being transcendent with respect to epistemic validity. In this
sense, truth is also non-epistemically constrained. is is the way we can
get out of Q and Q-1 in a realist way, thus explaining the dierence of atti-
tude according to how non-epistemic constraints relate to them. Truth and
moral validity are two dierent attitudes, yet they are not only dierences
of attitudes: the dierence between truth and moral validity is also under-
standable in ontological terms, according to the inuence of non-epistemic
constraints in determining respectively truth and moral validity.
Our recognition of validity via our epistemic resources (justications)
is fundamental in both cases, yet in the case of truth non-epistemic con-
straints play a more important role. Our recognition, in the case of truth,
happens because of the epistemic resources of our lifeworld that allow us
to access certain kinds of facts, depending on values, interests, and previ-
ously developed knowledge. However, this alone is not sucient to make
the recognition of truth dierent from the recognition of moral rightness
or of expressive authenticity. What makes truth dierent is that in this case
we recognize something that has its own structure independently from us:
this ontological structure contributes, to the same degree of justications, to
the recognition of something as true (truth attribution). is gives credit
again to a metaphysical approach to ontology as opposed before to a prag-
matic approach. To avoid its problem, though, some adjustments must be
undertaken.
Our lifeworld is the access condition to the world itself; as such, it is cru-
cial for providing the substantial content of each formal world.20 However,
it seems to me that it is the relationship between the lifeworld and what is
external to it that creates dierent types of objectivity according to how ex-
ternal and internal (lifeworldly) components are intertwined in each fact or
entity, i.e. according to the weight of external and internal components in
each fact or entity. It is exactly this reference to external dimensions that
Habermas should stress in order to make sense of dierent degrees of objec-
tivity.21
20 Of course every day, since the rst of our days, we have been part of the external reality
(even if we never approach to it from an epistemological attitude when we are infants).
21 It is worth noting that Apel (2003) sees the late Habermas as too committed to this external
dimension. To me, it does not seem so. is committment is exactly what Habermas still
lacks.
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In the broad use of the concept of truth, we deal with dierent degrees
of objectivity; we experience dierent degrees of resistance coming from the
particular object of recognition. is has to be conceived of as an experi-
ence of a dierent material rather than of mere dierent attitudes towards
the samematerial. For this reason, I support Habermas’ threefold pragmatic
ontology, but without dismissing the idea that ontological dierences exist
between dierent entities. I see no problem in that: the two perspectives
(metaphysical and pragmatic) on reality can intersect smoothly. In fact, a
subject can assume anobjective/descriptive, subjective/expressive or norma-
tive attitude towards an objective, social or subjective reality. We can refer
e.g. to nature in the descriptive attitude of natural sciences (true/false, eec-
tive/ineective), in the normative attitude of a subject who wants to judge
a natural order with respect to a value (right/wrong) and in the expressive
attitude of an artist (beautiful/ugly).
Not all entities are on the same level of objectivity, even if we can ac-
cess them only through a world-system. An ontological dierence between
dierent entities is what explains the dierent ontological connotations of
the objective and social worlds. However, this is an ideal dierentiation be-
tween two ideal poles to the extent that we deal with dierences in degrees of
objectivity. In our daily lives, we refer to entities which exhibit more or less
resistance to our manipulation or interpretation.
Even if we can access facts only from the perspective and resources of
our lifeworld, sometimes we deal with facts that are decreasingly depen-
dent upon it and increasingly dependent upon nature (indicating a higher
resistance to change).22 Even if the boundary between the objective and so-
cial world is nuanced, we can not replace this ontological distinction with a
merely pragmatic one. is would entail ignoring the fact that humans are
both natural and cultural beings. Habermas does not want to forget about
this conception of the human in his weak naturalism. Still, he does not take
from this fact all of its consequences for the development of his theory of
truth in a realist direction. If he acknowledges those natural/non-epistemic
constraints underlying the actions and attitudes of individuals (since their
contingent epistemic and lifeworldly condition is due also to natural evolu-
tion, which endorses constraints that do not depend on us), he should also
make use of these constraints in his concept of truth, which would require a
three-fold relation between subjects (S), the lifeworld (and communication)
(L), and reality (R) which is not completely constructed. is means that
our truths are due not only to our discursive acknowledgement and to our
possibility to access them, but also to the fact that they refer to facts as they
22 ey are real, both the objects coming from the natural sciences (e.g. quarks, DNA) and
from the social sciences (e.g. values, ideals, laws); only, they are real in dierent ways.
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really are. Habermas seems to acknowledge the force of (R) on (S) in the
form of those limits that people encounter from their naturally having three
dierent pragmatic interests (as he has been saying since the ‘60s).23 He also
acknowledges the kind of lifeworldly epistemic limits due to (S)’s contingent
epistemic resources. ese are limits coming from behind. Habermas does
not acknowledge that (R) also constrains our discourses about truth from
the front, i.e. through the lifeworld which is only an access condition and
not the arrival point where we can nd the constraints of our truths. Here
the lifeworld enables external constraints to come into view.
In his discursive theory of truth, the only meaning of objectivity Haber-
mas had been using was as the experience of a discursive resistance, arising
when our claims were faced with opposition from others. With his prag-
matic turn, he acknowledges another side of the concept of objectivity, that
is, the resistance we experience not only as speakers but also as actors. Even
if we never cease to be speaker or actors, sometimes we act more as actors
and sometimes we act more as speakers: when we ask each other for the
reasons for our claims or actions, we are above all speakers (even if we are
also acting); on the contrary, when we play football we are mainly acting but
also tacitly speaking. In fact, validity claims are actions (in the performative
sense given by their being comprised of speech acts) and actions are based
on potential claims of validity that the actor canmake explicit in order to ex-
plain the reasons of his action.e dierence is only in the dierent balance
of the two aspects.
To the extent that both external reality and the ideal speech situation are
pragmatic ctions, truth and moral rightness are still conceived by Haber-
mas as facing the same resistance. But this generalization does not facilitate
a realist turn; in other words, how can Habermas be a realist about truth
without accepting a dierentiated account of objectivity that would be able
to explain this dierence? It could be the case that Habermas does not want
to establish this dierence, since this might imply that he must acknowl-
edge an ontological dierence with respect to its referents, thus conicting
with his post-metaphysical attitude which prohibits the assumption of dif-
ferences that are not (internal) dierences of attitude. Furthermore, as a way
of avoiding ideology, he does not want to separate truth from the dialectical
game of truth and falsity. But is a realist concept of truth really incompatible
with this critical theory’s requirements? In other words, is acknowledging
that the dialectic of the real and the unreal is not always completely coincid-
ing with the dialectic of valid and the invalid necessarily problematic for a
critical social theory?
23 His weak naturalism picks up this idea again, which was clouded (but not deleted) by the
idea of their communicative unfolding.
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I think that it is not. Developing a dierentiated account of objectivity can
still keep truth within the epistemic dialectic of true and false investigations
(as critical theory demands), while still acknowledging dierences in the re-
ferred facts. In this light, what is important is recognizing the dierences
among the material we are referring to each time, but without going too far
and speaking of absolutely transcendental truth conditions. Truth condi-
tions are always epistemically dependent on the evolution of the lifeworld’s
scope, even if the facts that occur sometimes are not. However, the objectiv-
ity of truth conditions has to be stratied in terms of more or less epistemic
objectivity (and, vice versa, in terms of more or less non-epistemic objectiv-
ity), according to the type of fact we are referring to. Truth conditions are
not all on the same level: they are sometimes more and sometimes less in-
dependent.ere is always an important role played by values, conventions,
linguistic structures, hypotheses, and methodological rules, but sometimes
these factors have more or less of a determinant role (i.e. in determining
truth in a particular situation). In some cases, observation plays a greater
role than the conceptual framework itself (which never ceases to be inu-
ential). What is the case depends on how close to the experience’s world is
the considered issue in each case under analysis. Habermas’ idea of truth
as operating via a circular-vertical process is a valuable idea, but it should
be complemented by a horizontal dierentiation which diversies the verti-
cal relationship between truth and justication according to each particular
domain (where some domains are more or less epistemically constrained).
Objectivity is a product of both internal and external factors (i.e. epis-
temics and non-epistemics). As internal factors, we may identify the life-
world as the grounding reserve of meanings and ideas which are at the basis
of the same three-world process of dierentiation: people must rst be part
of a lifeworld in order to access the three-world system (and so the external
reality from an epistemological point of view). However, we can not think of
the opposition of the other members of the same lifeworld as sucient for
explaining all of the objectivity that we experience in our daily (as well as
theoretical) lives. Sometimes, we face a dimension that is external not only
to our thematised lifeworld but also to the athematic side of the lifeworld.
In fact, a lifeworld is made of an “athematic” knowledge that can be made
“thematic” according to situational needs. e lifeworld can not be com-
pletely thematised all at once; this would give rise to a paradoxical situation
in which speakers judge their own perspective from any other possible per-
spective. e “athematic” knowledge could be considered, then, as a soer
degree of non-epistemicity (as I dene it). e non-epistemic dimension is
a perspectival category, and it is a matter of degree.
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In particular, what constitutes the dierence in the degrees of objectiv-
ity of what we experience is the particular mix between the degree of non-
epistemic and epistemic ingredients—that is, the degree of pressure from the
non-epistemic side. Where the rst degree is more we experience an higher
degree of objectivity.is holds for both the social and the objective worlds;
the dierence, generally speaking, is that the objective world is composed
of entities characterised by a major degree of non-epistemicity. e social
world, on the contrary, is made up of entities whose components are more
dependent on the lifeworld. For example, water boils at a determined tem-
perature, a point that can be described by dierent thermal systems, but
water boils only at one temperature point (objective world) independently
from the existence of human being. Furthermore, what makes water H2O
rather than H3O does not depend on us. On the other hand, language and
communication create a certain degree of freedom in human organisation
and coordination—a freedom that has more to do with the social world,
where language has amore constitutive (rather than descriptive) role.24 is
greater degree of freedom characterises the weaker degree of objectivity of
the social world, together with its resulting higher degree of conict due to
the fact that everyone tries to nd a consensus or a compromise that best
suits his/her needs. Each world deals with a non-epistemic dimension, ex-
cept that it is dealt with by these respective worlds in dierent ways, each of
which more or less committed to non-epistemic constraints. For instance,
the social world oats at a dierent level with respect to the objective world.
It is the weaving between construction and discovery that is dierent be-
tween cases.
5. Conclusion
Habermas is so worried about naturalism that he is unlikely to accept my
suggestion to see truth as an adaptive tool, and that knowing the world re-
alistically is the rst way to avoid mistakes, thus providing clues for evolu-
tionary directions. But, as far as I can see, his work could also be declined
according to stronger realist claims, as I suggest, still avoiding the prob-
lems of naturalistic reductionism, i.e. avoiding the absolute interpretation of
merely perspectival results. As language is the species-specic adaptive tool
that evolution has provided us with, inside the language is truth which plays
this central adaptive role by pouring trust on some facts rather than others.
e assessments themselves must be as objective as possible (asymptomati-
24 Where the justicatory process is ruled mostly by reasons, we can not aim at univocal
results (Habermas 1999, 307). In the objective world too, language and communication
play a great role by providing us the epistemic approach which is needed to state a fact.
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cally tending to be value-free) in order to be as accurate as possible and, in
turn, useful for adaptation. Here, consensus—inspired by an ideal speech
situation—corroborated by pragmatic success, still seems to be the core of
the epistemological evalutative process.
Fundamentally speaking, truth is a formal-anthropological-adaptive de-
vice and, given the complexity of our lives, it connects us with dierent facts,
each with its own degree of objectivity.is allows us to conceive of truth in
disquotational terms, where for any sentence S used tomake a statement p, s
is true if and only if p.us, ‘true’ is an adjective for assessing statements or
beliefs. In fact, truth seems to have something in common with trust: “there
are not only true statements but true friends (real or genuine friends), true
emotions (sincerely felt, not fake), true heirs (rightful or legitimate), as well
as true north [. . . ] knives that cut true” (Searle 1995, 210).e assignment of
‘true’ to statements is all but arbitrary, depending on conditions in the world
that are “external” to the statement; in this view, statements are still made
true by reality, even if the degree of externality can change according to the
domain of facts referred.
Habermas, on the contrary, in order to explain the complexity of a life-
world inates the complexity of a plain concept like truth: there is no need
for that. We can keep a simple concept of truth while still acknowledging
the complexity of reality, mirrored in our uses of truth and in our experi-
ences of dierent kinds of objectivity. All of this leads us to think of truth
as a norm leading the evolutary process of our lifeworld, while it deals with
dierent facts with dierent degrees of objectivity. is is because truth, as
a formal-inferential-adaptive device, is also experienced as a regulative idea.
is relates toHabermas’ concerns for critical theory: truth is a task towhich
we all are called to democratically contribute because conquering it comes
through openness to experience and critical-rational discussion, the widest
possible, of the dierent intellectual and cultural perspectives.
e reason for this “Janus-faced” nature of truth (as both an adaptive
device and a regulative idea) is that to work in an adaptive way, it needs
to be used in its purest form, i.e. cleansed from inuences, dogmas, and
limitations of the communicative process, asHabermas highlights well in his
work. e formal character of this conception is easily explained. If truth-
conditions are contextual, the constraints, even if only contextually accessed,
are not contextual in the same sense as their access conditions. Constraints
can not be seen as absolutes anymore (post-metaphysical thinking), but they
can be conceived of as transcending our access within the lifeworld because
they come (at least partially) from a reality that is out there (which makes
itself present more or less depending on the accepted domain of facts). We
have the idea of truth conditions as more and more transcendent because
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the constraints our truth receives from reality (as complementary to those
coming fromour contingent access conditions to reality) can be grasped also
from more transcendental positions. Working to grasp such truths means
working to reach and create a broader context.
is seems to me to be an eective way of reconciling a realist concep-
tion of truth as transcendent and objective with the epistemological objec-
tive of critical theory, which sets truth at the core of the dialectical game
of validity. Part of the constraints on the facts that truth refers to are not
coming from within the lifeworld, even if accessed only through it. Critical
theory is necessary if we aim at the progress of our lifeworld (to increase its
truths); critical theory, though, is not incompatible with an idea of reality
as at least partially Ready-Made.us, why should we think that these con-
straints operate only in the background of subjective life (as transcendental
conditions) and not also in the foreground where a concept of truth is con-
strained in not-merely-epistemic ways? Even if the notion of a constraint
needs a reference to a particular perspective (from which the constraint is
experienced), given that it is a relational concept, we can easily gure out
structures of a non-epistemic reality that are out there even if there would
be no lifeworld from which to access or experience them.
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